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REVIVE YOUR SURGICAL TRAINING
Imagine what it would be like if your sales rep could perform a virtual procedure together with a surgeon—from across town or
across the globe—over web conferencing that felt like they were physically in the same room. With a single click the surgeon is
transported to a virtual operating room to train with your sales rep, on any surgical scenario with Level Ex Virtual Technique Guides.

SEAMLESS INTERACTION,
BREATHTAKING VISUALS
• Real-time interactivity and ultra-realistic patient cases for enhanced
knowledge transfer
• High-fidelity anatomy and device simulations with spectacular detail
• Visualizations in real-time under visible light, x-ray, ultrasound, CT,
and MRI
• Accurate tissue simulation that moves and responds realistically
• Convenient platform that allows sales reps to instantly schedule a
training and invite a surgeon with a simple link or QR code
• Proprietary analytics that provide rich insights about surgeon and
sales representative performance

WEB CONFERENCING COMPATIBILITY
Runs seamlessly on all major web
conferencing platforms without
compromising visual quality, including:

GoToMeeting

MS Teams

Zoom

Webex

CONVENIENT MULTI-PLATFORM ACCESS

Runs on Phones, Tablets, Desktop Browsers, and Streams via Web Conferencing Platforms

ABOUT US
The elite game development team at Level Ex has worked hand-in-hand with industry leading medical device companies to
enable their sales teams and swiftly connect them to surgeons. We combine the latest video game graphics and cloud gaming
technologies to accelerate product and software competency, maximize skill development, and drive behavior change of
physicians and surgeons.

TRUSTED BY NASA

RECENT AWARDS

SELECT CLIENTS

“We identified Level Ex as having advanced
capabilities in data-driven simulation and
rendering of virtual patients and devices
across platforms that are unmatched in
the simulation ecosystem.

“

Aenor Sawyer, M.D.
Chief Health Innovations Officer, TRISH

WINNER

THE FUTURE OF REMOTE TRAINING IS HERE.
To learn more or request a demo, email partnerships@level-ex.com

www.levelex.com
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